
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

tl;dr 

Shortly, this compilation compiles a total of 35 unreleased tracks from my first grand cycle (2007-2012), 

experiments into electroacoustic sound that can be called post psychedelic electronica, or forestelektro as I 

like to call it. In the following, I’ll write about my music and creation process as well as the individual tracks, 

likely much more than necessary, even though writing this was necessary for me wrapping up my past.  

 

Enjoy the music – I know I did! 

 

Tuomo aka Thuoom, December 14th 2012.  

 



Background 

In 2007, after years of making more traditional music, mostly for my own and friends’ amusement, I 

discovered a new sound (well, at least a new sound to me), namely the Finnish forest folk / freak folk scene.  

Immediately moved by the sound and finding it both fascinating and strangely familiar at the same time – 

or not so strangely, being a Finn as well – I soon had the urge to throw myself into unfamiliar territories 

with regard to making music. Even though being rooted heavily in guitar music, my preferred choice of 

weapon was electronic music. Also inspired by the way Matmos sampled unusual objects to make 

electronic music, William Burroughs cut up the universe into pieces to find new wholes as well as Björk’s 

way of treating human voice, I set my mission as discovering new sounds from my immediate surroundings. 

My wonderful journey into experimental music had started. Finally, I felt that I had found my own voice. 

 

From spring 2007 onwards until the end of 2009 I created hours and hours of music, becoming even manic 

with discovering my new path. I started Textural Healing, a netlabel as means of getting my music out to 

the world, and in 2008-2009 released a total of 7 records. At the end of 2009 I felt I had exhausted my 

inspiration, and doubled with personal crises, I started a hiatus in the beginning of 2010, making only a 

handful of new compositions after this. Hours of music still lied on my HD, waiting to be released. Near the 

end of 2011 I finally came back to my archives and slowly began to wade through the compilation of 

sounds. Hence, 2012 has seen me coming back from the hiatus, and even though I haven’t composed 

totally new music, I’ve actively edited music lying on my HD to release new sounds. 

 

Since even during the active period the music comes to me in bursts instead of a steady flow, my music can 

be divided into sessions, or cycles as I call them. Each cycle has a distinctive theme which separates it from 

the other cycles, even though there is some overlap, and the same sounds may be used in different cycles, 

just by different means. Each cycle can also be distinguished from each other chronologically – the main 

sessions have always been followed by a pause without any new music. This doesn’t mean that the cycles 

don’t overlap also in this sense – I most usually let the new material rest for a while before I come back to 

it, and increasingly I’ve come back to edit some music even after long time. However, since each cycle is 

separate from the other cycles, I’ve always held as my principle that on the same record can only be music 

from one cycle.  

 

As everyone who has released music in record form knows, sometimes there just are songs that don’t fit on 

the album, no matter how much you love them. This finally led me to the situation where after 11 records 

(long plays, extended plays, remixes, even one live ep), on my HD there were lots of tracks that I felt were 

worth publishing. Since I had already years thought about putting them out in some format, it was easy to 

start compiling this compilation, a compilation that chronicles my first grand cycle. 

 

However, I didn’t want to make a best of –type of compilation. Instead, every piece on this compilation has 

been unreleased until now (kind of B-sides compilation without these being actual B-sides). There are 

pieces that vary quite substantially. Some of them are alternative versions of pieces already released. Then 

there are pieces that just didn’t fit on the record I was making at the time. Some of them are here for 

curiosity’s sake, revealing different sides of what Thuoom is and may be. Finally, there are a bunch of live 

tracks, recorded in the safe harbor that is living room. At any rate, all of these pieces have a place in my 

heart, they are not meant as throwaway pieces. They just haven’t quite fitted anywhere before this. 

 

Cycles 

 

As I mentioned above, I create my music in cycles. Below you can find some information about the cycles 

that form my first grand cycle. 

 

Cycle 1 – The Thuoom Cycle (2007) 

All about finding my new sound. 

Release: [cycles of sleep] – [thump301] 



 

Cycle 2 – The Ei Cycle (2007; final edits 2008) 

Nothing but human sounds, starting from a phonemic poem I wrote. 

Release: EI ep – [thump303] 

 

Cycle 3 – The Summer Cycle (2008; final edits 2009) 

The first bigger cycle. All started with the idea of recording acoustic pieces (not traditional ones though). 

Evolved into less organic direction as I discovered my ambient side. Started recycling sounds for the first 

time, mostly in form of remixing older stuff. 

Releases: Aava – [thump302] / sun resonate my summer [thump304] / summer B [thump305] / 

summer(live) ep – [thump306] / sum rmx ep – [thump307] 

 

Cycle 4 – The Spring Cycle (2009; final edits 2012) 

For this cycle, the starting point was to use only sounds found on my HD. Therefore, my habit of recycling 

sounds in order to get even more out of the material (and sometimes to come up with the definite version 

of the piece) got out of the hand. Originally the idea was to make the third Thuoom full-length, but after 

the hiatus I noticed this was more of an ambient cycle. However, this compilation draws heavily from the 

Spring Cycle, showing that there was more than just ambient material after all. 

Releases: re:EP – [thump308] / Uinua – [thump309] / remix, repeat [thump310] 

 

Cycle 5 – The USA Cycle (2009) 

While on a trip to the US, I made lo-fi field recordings with the idea of making a record. However, the 

inspiration just wasn’t there and the results shall remain unreleased. For this compilation, I’ve included one 

example. Maybe the field recordings will see new life, who knows. 

 

Cycle 6 – The Rain Cycle (2009; final edits 2012) 

After starting to feel cornered, an attempt to find a new me. I discovered new ways of manipulating 

sounds, and even though used many of the old samples, recycling wasn’t the main point.  

Release: Through This Dark Rain – [thump311] 

 

2010-2011 wrote only a handful of pieces, one of which is present on this compilation. 

 

Cycle 7 – The Compilation Cycle (2012) 

Even though not purely a new cycle, I consider this year’s editing work a new cycle, cycle bringing together 

the previous cycles. After all, I have created new compositions even though from pieces that were there 

already years ago. After this my desk is clean. 

Release: reCycle – [thump312] 

 

Music 

 

Even though released in MP3 format, I’ve divided the material on this compilation in two CD’s. The first CD 

is kind of a lost Thuoom album, a compilation of pieces that fit together sonically, and form a familiar 

sounding body of music (familiar to those familiar with my older music) while following a certain drama arc, 

as always. Incidentally, the first CD is also a bigger proof of my habit of recycling material. 

 

The second CD is more of a mix bag of pieces, includes more curiosities and live tracks, but also some 

familiar themes. By no means have I intended the second CD to be of lesser value than the first CD, it’s 

just… different. 

 

 

 

 



CD1 

 

1. 6tar (again) 

Chaotic but displays well the Spring Cycle spirit with all the recycling and layering. The original sounds come 

from ‘6tar (intro)’ [305] but this piece uses more extensively the magnum opus ‘6tar’ [304]. Mellower 

echoes heard on ‘6tar (slow) [305]. 

4-string acoustic guitar / sounds May’08; music May’08-May’09. 

 

2. dna (five) 

More hectic moments. The beginning of this record contains several pieces sharing the same theme as well 

as overall mood. When compiling re:EP [308] I deliberately avoided using the descending theme heard here 

and on other pieces apart from one piece. The original sounds are from ‘dna/5’ [304], again an acoustic 

piece. The same sounds were used for ‘dna (slow)’ and ‘dna (short)’ [both 302]. Since my pieces often go 

through several incarnations sharing parts, an earlier piece was used both for this and ‘pieces (dna)’ [308]. 

The latter is also connected to ‘dnaSix’, heard elsewhere on this compilation. 

4-string acoustic guitar / sounds Jun’08; music Jun’08-May’09. 

 

3. phi chu 2 

A good example of how my songwriting has evolved since the beginning into incorporating several sections 

as the piece progresses. The feedback appeared from nowhere and was a decisive factor in not including 

this piece or any of its variations on re:EP [308]. As the name suggests, this is a later version of the theme 

heard in ‘phi chu’ [305]. 

4-string acoustic guitar / sounds Jun’08; music Jun’08-Nov’12. 

 

4. smooth (short) 

Let’s relax a bit before going deeper. I like how the electric guitar sounds like an organ here. Again the same 

theme as before. The same sounds dug from an old sonic note were used in ‘smooth reversi’ [304] as well 

as live piece smooth(guitar) [306]. 

Electric guitar / sounds Mar’02; music Apr’09. 

 

5. feline 

Now we start going deeper into the lap of ambient. The low voices are female, high voices male, naturally 

manipulated beyond recognition but not used like this on purpose but because they just sound the way 

they should. Parts of the samples used in ‘Ei’ and ‘Eh’ [both 302]. ‘rubicon delayed’ [304] used as fodder for 

two different manipulations before ending up here.  

Female & male human voice / sounds May’07 & Jan’08; music Jun’08-Nov’12. 

Female vocals by Mala. 

 

6. bells (before dawn) 

This is just one part in the bigger music box continuum, which has been one of the recurring main themes 

in my output. This time we go deep into sleep before the dawn. After many mutations we’re quite removed 

from the beginning (‘dreamest’ [301]). Towards the end of the track we get to more familiar sounds, just 

before waking up. Other pieces in the music box continuum are ‘bells’ [304], ‘bells (short)’ [306], ‘deep 

bells’ [308], ‘dreamer, dreamest’ [309], ‘drunken lullaby’ & ‘novembrane’ [both 311]. In this particular 

version you can also hear parts of ‘bells’ and ‘dreamer, dreamest’. 

Music box / sounds Apr’07; music Apr’07-Nov’12. 

 

7. noisebtles 

Even the bottles fall into sleep. In this piece you can easily hear how it was typical of me to dip sounds into 

deep anesthesia around 2009. Somewhere we get distorted sounds by accident, but if the whole works it’s 

fine by me. End of the piece contains manipulated ‘grambient’ [305] (which has been already processed 

further in ‘dram b’ [309]). The original sounds come from ‘btles’ [301] as suggested by the title. Partly same 



bottles used in ‘crystallite’ [311] as well. Even though in great majority of my works I only use one type of 

sound per piece, this contains also other sounds than bottles, even though it’s next to impossible to tell 

from the music itself. 

Bottles, electric guitar, metal jar, music box / sounds Apr’07 & May’08; music May’08-Nov’12. 

 

8. raindrill 

Fun hissing, rain before the thunderstorm. The change mid-piece is what makes it for me. This idea was 

dear to me already years ago but was just too raw until the final edit. More ambient direction was already 

found on ‘rainaway’ [302]. Here we partly take the same origins but go to another direction. 

Copper paper / sounds Jun’08; music Jun’08-Nov’12. 

 

9. drunken lullaby [live] 

This was my first attempt at using a new program for manipulating sounds live, in other words pure 

improvisation. Drunken rhythm, even though I was sober while playing this. The basic form doesn’t change 

even though the piece progresses slowly all the time. Using old samples but not in recycled form as usual. 

This very piece was further used as starting point for ‘drunken lullaby’ [311]. 

Music box / sounds Apr’07; performed live November 11th 2009. 

 

10. finalrem 

One of my loves has been making fully a cappella pieces, as this one here. The choir is made of just my 

voice but ends up being a chaos of sorts. I’m sure I haven’t made my last experiments with just human 

voice quite yet. This piece uses sounds from ‘deepslp’ [301] (remixed on [305] and [306]) as well as ‘Aa’ 

[303]. ‘initiation’ [309] was born from partly same circumstances, and in a way this is a small initiation. 

Male human voice / sounds Apr’07 & Dec’07; music Dec’07-Nov’12. 

 

11. harukat&veittet 

Back to the roots. These scraping sounds are from my first cycle. I wanted so bad to include this song on 

[cycles of sleep] [301] but in the end this was my first exercise in killing my children in order for the bigger 

whole to survive. This is an edited version of the original, even though the edit dates back to 2007 as well. 

‘pluck’ [308] tried the same theme more successfully. Some of these samples are used in ‘grambient’ [305], 

and therefore also on ‘dram b’ [309] and ‘noisebtles’ [see above]. 

Electric guitar / sounds Apr’07; music Apr-Dec’07. 

 

12. current 

Electric grooves, literally. Was born out of electric interference which was then amplified and turned into 

something groovy. This is an example of a piece which has had a better idea than conception, so the earlier 

incarnations just haven’t found their place, even though they have always been amongst my favorites. 

Thanks to that, the piece has had time to evolve to what it is today. At some point I had an idea of making a 

rhythmic record but the idea has been canned. Best bits destined for that can be found on this compilation. 

Electric current / sounds May’08; music May’08-Nov’12. 

 

13. dnaSix 

Back to the moods heard in the beginning of the record. Again a good example of recycling material. At one 

point I contemplated on releasing EP’s with the same underlying theme, DNA being one of them. However, 

in the end it didn’t feel good idea enough and so the dna pieces have been scattered over several releases. 

The story of this piece has been largely already told in relation to ‘dna (five)’. Both have started from the 

same place but have then diverted at some point along the route. This piece was also a candidate for what 

became re:EP [308]. However, the place was taken by ‘pieces (dna)’, a piece which also uses mutated 

dnaSix in one section. 

4-string acoustic guitar / sounds Jun’08; music Jun’08-May’09. 

 

 



14. nat 

In the beginning of my experimental journey I was still finding my boundaries as to what sounds use and 

what not. With this piece I decided that besides sampling my own sounds, it was also ok to create them by 

other means, as long as it was my own initiative. I tried briefly algorithms, not wanting to stay in one place 

for too long. This piece was a candidate for [cycles of sleep] [301] but in the end I liked more modern 

classical sounds and chose its sister piece ‘sci’ which uses the same algorithms but different midi sounds. 

‘sci’ was further processed into ‘science’ [302]. 

Algorithms, midi / sounds & music May’07. 

 

15. k'bom (phi dna) 

A wonderful example of layering and sort of cutups. All three layers have been released in one form or 

another earlier, but seem to fit together in this way as well. The core ambient background is ‘dna (short)’ 

[302], another layer of ambient was used in ‘phi chu’ [305], and the main melody is used in k`bomm [304], 

one of my favorite pieces and therefore the centerpiece of sun resonate my summer [304] in my ears. 

4-string acoustic guitar, 4-string plastic toy guitar / sounds May-Jun’08; music May’08-Apr’09. 

 

16. HYTAm [live] 

Part of experiments on how to manipulate sounds live. The original samples come from the acoustic 

‘H.Y.T.A.’ [305]. However, this piece directly samples the studio version of ‘HYTAm’ [302], making it more 

layered. ‘HYTAm’ ended Aava [302] and so this live version is a good ending for this first CD. 

4-string acoustic guitar / sounds May’08; music Jun’08; performed live May 1st 2009. 

 

CD2 

 

1. back bay 

Original sounds recorded in the US. Sounds a lot like intro, not least because of some speech that I didn’t 

fully notice before considering this as an intro for CD2 (“It starts here.” “Thank you.” “You’re welcome.”) 

Partly same sounds processed further in ‘usa (intro)’ [311]. 

Field recordings (Back Bay Station, Boston, MA) / sounds Jun’09; music Jul’09. 

 

2. old hope 

Approaches more traditional music. Basically a dreamy remix of an unreleased song by an unnamed duo. 

Mala and I play the same synth, Mala is responsible for the melody. For long I planned to include this on the 

record that then became re:EP [308] but as with many songs on this compilation, it just didn’t fit.  

Casio CTK-601 synth / original music Jun’04; remix Apr’09. 

Written by & synth played by Thuoom & Mala. 

 

3. harukoi 

Based on live manipulations. I like some of the extra noises, due to my habit of leaving samples uncleaned 

in hope of something special emerging from it. The sounds are from ‘harukat&veittet’ [see above]. This 

piece was one of the attempts at creating the definitive piece using the said samples. 

Electric guitar / sounds Apr’07; music Nov’09. 

 

4. bird 

Lots of hissing due to the source being an ancient cassette where I had recorded improvised a cappella 

pieces (the only one I ever made). The tape was then sampled and pushed through the Thuoom filter. 

Includes not only my voice but also drumming the boom box as well as a tiny fraction of unidentified music 

that was preserved on the tape after recording. The hissing sounds didn’t seem to fit on Through This Dark 

Rain even though it was the original intent. Interestingly, the guitar piece ‘indigo st’ [311] is based on 

samples found on the other side of said cassette.  

Boom box, male human voice, unidentified piece of music / sounds Aug-Sep’96; music Nov’09-Nov’12. 

 



5. breath [live] 

Short freaky live piece that uses heavy breathing as source, even though it sounds quite metallic here. 

Again part of my obsession with sounds made by human and human only. 

Breathing / sounds Jul’08; music Jul’08-May’09; performed live May 20th 2009. 

 

6. kamera (cutup) 

Camera piece getting psychotic. One of the ideas I liked from the beginning but didn’t get working until the 

Spring Cycle. Contains literally cutup camera sounds. Nightmares of cameras sound like this? The definitive 

camera opus was released as ‘kamera’ [308] but camera-derived beat was also used for ‘release’ [309]. 

Digital camera (Samsung Digimax A7) / sounds Apr’07; music Apr’07-Jun’09. 

 

7. industrial agony (side 2) 

This is remix of a Screwgrinder song ‘Two Sides In Agony’. This piece was left for one reason or another 

from the first Thuuooom remix record sum rmx ep [307] but I think deserves its place here with its nice 

ambience. The original song was recorded live and it was never released. 

Drums, electric guitar, male human voice / original music Dec’96; remix Jun’08. 

Original music written by Kozmik / lyrics written by T.H / performed by Screwgrinder 

Drums: Jonesi / electric guitar: Kozmik, T.H / vocals: T.H 

 

8. rdtor 

I like the mix of rhythm and noise but this just hasn’t fitted anywhere. For years I didn’t remember what the 

original sounds were but for this compilation I dug up some information. For my amazement, it seems to be 

my rusty 4-string acoustic being used as a percussion instrument. You can hear some sound of wood in the 

background but otherwise it sounds like abusing a radiator. The base is a Cagean piece that was composed 

using random command in Excel, much like ‘aleatoria’ [304]. 

4-string acoustic guitar, Excel / sounds Jun’08; music Jun’08-May’09. 

 

9. history [live] 

Quite different from other material. This live manipulation uses vocals for an older home demo of a guitar 

song – which interestingly was recorded in the middle of the Thuoom Cycle even though had nothing to do 

with it – naturally scrambled to sound nothing like the original song. One of my big favorites from the onset 

but it just didn’t fit anywhere at all. I like how the pops make this sound unfinished. 

Male human voice / sounds May’07; performed live May 2nd 2009. 

 

10. mikattak 

Microphone being scratched on different surfaces, usually fabrics. Another piece that has evolved from the 

initial idea, which was quite simple now that I think of it. Another candidate for the now canned rhythm 

record. I wonder if I end up making something very rhythmic at some point. 

Microphone scratches / sounds Apr’07; music Nov’09-Nov’12. 

 

11. k`bom 

The original acoustic performance from the Summer Cycle. Since this is performed on a small plastic toy 

guitar, finding the correct tune was a bit of struggle. This was the starting point for the final piece ‘k´bomm’ 

[304] as well as its live version [305]. 6 other acoustic pieces have been released on sun resonate my 

summer [304] and summer B [305].  

4-string plastic toy guitar / sounds & music May’08. 

 

12. kauan [live] 

Based on a short idea I recorded long ago, a vocal melody with some lyrics, accompanied by guitar. Left 

unused on the HD until this live manipulation where I take it beyond the border of chaos, losing the sense 

in digital whirl. This was one of my first live manipulations. In the same session I did four more pieces, of 

which ‘suru’ can be also found on this record. 



Electric guitar, male human voice / original music Jul’03; performed live June 28th 2008. 

 

13. ismit [live] 

Another a cappella piece, a live manipulation which is maybe one of the most rhythmic things I’ve ever 

done, maybe a bit too long. The sounds are all from the word ismit (isms). Originally ‘ismit’ was my very 

first attempt at creating an a cappella piece but didn’t work right away. This version is a complete 

reworking. 

Male human voice / sounds Apr’07; performed live June 6th 2009. 

 

14. ehei 

A peek into where the Ei Cycle started. On EI ep [303] I tried for the first time editing the songs a bit further 

from the first version, and here we have one raw version of the themes prevalent on the said record, which 

wasn’t used as such. The rhythms and sounds are familiar but there’s no female voice, and this version 

doesn’t correspond to the original phonemic poems, like both ‘Ei’ and ‘Eh’ did. 

Male human voice / sounds & music Dec’07. 

 

15. tic 

Why is this clock missing one second on the right channel? We will never know. Again an example of my 

early rhythms – the Thuoom Cycle was likely more rhythmical than where I headed from there. Even 

though I had found my voice, there were still naturally echoes from my past and more conventional music. 

Thanks to an accident, the same clock can be heard on ‘novembrane’ [311]. 

Clock / sounds & music Apr’07. 

 

16. 5ooo (fusion) 

This piece recycles mouth-based rhythms, taking them into confusion. Perhaps because of this one of my 

favorite rhythm pieces. The same samples were used for ‘3OOO’ [304] but there two out of five tracks were 

discarded due to asynchronity. In the beginning you can hear click track that bleeds through the 

headphones. 

Click track, male human voice/mouth / sounds Jun’08; music Jun’08-May’09. 

 

17. laptar 

A rare example of a totally new Thuoom post-2009. As said earlier, a handful of new tunes did see light in 

2010-2011. Maybe nothing new technically but in this raw version there’s more sadness than usual, at least 

to my ears. 

Electric guitar / sounds & music Jun’10. 

 

18. suru [live] 

A sneak peek to my electronic life before the experimentalism, this is based on a single pattern of an old 

song. It’s manipulated live to sounds more like Thuoom. This piece comes from the same live session as 

‘kauan’ [see above]. At the time, I contemplated on releasing the whole session but then decided against it 

since some of the pieces – this included – contained samples of which I’m not aware of their origin. For the 

majority of my songs I’ve used only my own sounds, even though there are some friends contributing to a 

handful of songs, as well as remixes using otherwise cleared music. However, with this piece I especially 

love the latter half so I decided to include it here. 

Unidentified samples / original music Jul’01; performed live June 28th 2008. 

  

19. afraid of carnivals 

Carnivals in a nightmare, everything’s distorted. This piece was a candidate to end the full-length that never 

saw the light but transformed into re:EP [308]. It’s quite fitting to end this compilation with it then. The 

original sounds come from my unreleased EP of ballads, as do the original sounds for ‘infinite fall’ [302]. 

Blurs the line between an original song and a remix. 

Electric guitar, male human voice / original music Mar’99; remix Apr’09. 


